
Test Plan for High Magnetic Field Measurements (July 2015)

July 10, 2015

1. Test a Hamamatsu R11102 and two fine-mesh PMTs: H6152-70 (25 mm) and H6614-70
(51 mm).

2. Measurements with the H6614-70 assembly have the highest priority for angles between 30◦

and 40◦ and over magnetic field strengths of 1.0 T and 1.6 T. If time permits, extend the
measurements to include 0.5 T and 2.0 T at angles of 25◦, 45◦ and 50◦.

3. For the R11102, the highest field that the PMT is expected to be able to handle is about
0.01 T (100 G) with magnetic shielding. The maximum angle at which the PMT can be
rotated while inside the bore of the magnet is about 20 degrees. The limitation is due to the
length of the tube plus voltage divider.

4. For each angle setting in the table below take dark current (LED off) and baseline (LED on
and magnet off) measurements.

5. At 35◦, the field will be ramped beyond 2.0 T to see where the field becomes unreasonable or
to see if there is a threshold field strength.

6. For the fine-mesh PMTs, measure the gain and timing resolution at each of the following
magnetic field values and angle orientations with-respect-to the magnetic field direction.

PMT Assembly Assembly Field [T] Angles [degs]
Length [cm] Diameter [mm]

R11102 13.7 46.1 0 − 0.01 0, 10, 20

H6152-70 12.8 31.0 0, 1.0, 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5, 1.6 0, 30, 35, 40
H6614-70 8.0 60.0

To-Do List Prior to July 2015 Run:

1. Verify the CAEN V775 TDC is reading out properly and can be decoded (in progress).

2. Calibrate the V775 TDC to determine its intrinsic resolution.

3. Determine the optimal gain to run the fine-mesh PMTs (in progress).

Completed Items from To-Do List:

1. Timing resolution will be determined using the time difference between the test PMT and a
reference PMT. Independent measurements may be possible using the Tektronix TDS 7404
oscilloscope.

2. A high resolution TDC from JLab (CAEN V775) was borrowed and implemented into the
DAQ system.
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3. Check that all PMTs fit inside the Frost magnet’s bore and that all required angles are
possible for each PMT.

• Both fine-mesh PMTs can safely reach an angle of 50 degrees.

• The maximum angle for the R11102 is about 25 degrees, but the ends of the PMT are
close to the bore walls. So the safest maximum angle is 20 degrees.

4. Both BNC and SHV connectors have been attached to the cable leads of the H6152-70 and
H6614-70 PMTs.

5. The relative gain of the fine-mesh PMTs has been measured at UVA.

6. Attach the magnetic shields to all three PMTs:

• The R11102 tube with magnetic shield was successfully tested using the suggestions from
Hamamatsu. The shield’s attachement to the PMT has been secured.

• For the H6152-70, a mu-metal shield extending about 3.1 cm beyond the PMT’s cathod
was wrapped around the tube, and black tape was wrapped around the shielding.

• The H6614-70 is preassembled and no preparation is required.

• The mu-metal shielding was not extended beyong the length of Hamamastu’s shields for
the R11102 and H6614-70 PMTs.
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